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ABSTRACT

We consider the even parity superLax operator for the supersymmetric KP hierarchy
of the form L = D1 + YiHc u<-tD~tJri a nd obtain the two Hamiltonian structures fol-
lowing the standard method of Gelfand and Dikii. We observe that the first Hatniltonian
structure is local and linear whereas the second Hatniltonian structure is non-local and
nonlinear among the superfields appearing in the Lax operator. We discuss briefly on
their connections with the super wx algebra.
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I. Introduction:

One of the most intriguing aspects of the integrable models is the existence of the

biHainiltoniaii structures [1-3] and their relationship with the extended conformal algebras

[4,5]. The ordinary KP hierarchy [6] formulated in terms of a Lax pair is well-known [7,8]

to possess a biHamiltonian structure where the first Hamiitoniau structure is isomorphic

to the ii'i+oo algebra whereas the second Hamiltotiian structure c.n be identified with the

large Ar limit of the nonlinear WN algebra [9-1 lj. The latter algebra is also known as the

universal u'^ since it contains ail possible nonlinear ti',v algebras through proper reduction.

The existence of the biHamiltonian structure not only reveals the deep iuterrelatioaiship

between these integrable models and the underlying conformal field theory but also it

enables us to understand the geometry of the phase-space much better [12]. The free field

realizations of both these abovenientioned algebras have been obtained at the classical as

well as at the quantum level in refs.[l3,14].

In this letter, we consider a supersymmetiir generalization of the ordinary KP hier-

archy in terms of an even parity Lax pair operators. Originally the supersymmetric KP

hierarchy was formulated by Manin and Radul [15] in terms of an odd parity Lax operator,

but, it is not clear how to take the bosonic limit of the Hamiltonian structures associated

with this Lax operator [16]. As in ref.[17], we, therefore, consider the even parity Lax op-

erator as the proper supersymmetric version of the bosonic KP Lax operator and study the

Hainiltoniau structures. The first Hamiltonian structure of this Lax operator was first ob-

tained in ref.[17] using variational technique. We here generalize the conventional method

of Gelfand and Dikii [18,19] to the supersymmetric case and rederive the first Hamiltoniau

structure which precisely matches with the structure obtained in ref.[17]. The advantage of

this approach is that, it automatically incorporates the requirement that the Hamiltonian

structure should satisfy the Jacobi identity. The bosonic part of this algebra is isomorphk

to the direct sum of two ws+x algebra and is therefore the proper supersymmetric gener-

alization of the bosonic ti'i+oo algebra. It also contains a twisted N = 2 superconformal

algebra [20] as a subalgebra. We also obtain the hitherto unknown second Hamiltonian

structure associated with this even parity super Lax operator. Unlike the first Hamilto-

nian structure it is both non-local and nonlinear. Under the condition when the bosonic



superfields are set to zero the algebra becomes local. The bosonic part of this algebra

when the fermions are absent becomes identical with the second Hamiltonian structure of

the ordinary KP hierarchy. It also contains another universal w^ algebra when we look at

the algebra of the bosonic part of the bosonic superfields and other fields are set to zero.

The organization of our paper is as follows, In section II, we fix our notations and

conventions mid explicitly give a few equations of motion following from the Lax equation

for comparison with the Hamiltonian structures. The derivation of the first Hamiltonian

structure elaborating our method is given in section III. In section IV, the second Hamilto-

nian structure is derived and a Lenard type recursion relation among the two Hamiltonian

structures and the two successive Hanriltonians is given. Finally, we present our concluding

remarks in section V.

II. The Lax Operator and the Equations of Motion:

We consider the even parity Lax operator for the super KP hierarchy of the form

(2.1)

where the supercovariant derivative is given by D = ^ + 8~ satisfying Dl — -j^ and

9 is the odd Grassmann coordinate with 82 = 0. The formal inverse of D can be written

as D~l =«+•§${£)-l such that DD"1 = D"1 D = 1, The super KP hierarchy can lv

written as the Lax equation

= [ i ; , I] = -[!"_,!] for ., = 1,2.3. (2.2)

Here tn are the infinite number of evolution paiamaters and u,, i — — 2 , - 1 , 0 , 1 , . . .

in (2.1) are the infinite set of superfields which are functions of x,6 and t n ' s with the

grading \u,\ — i + 1 (mod 2). L + ( £ _ ) refers to the non-negative (respectively negative)

superdifferentiai part of the formal pseudo-super-differential operator L.

From the Lax equation (2.2), it follows that

din
= 0 Vn (2.3)

In other words, the superfields u_j and u_i do not have any dynamics and therefore, we

can consistently (without loss of generality) set them to be zero. In this case, the Lax

operator (2.1) becomes constrained [21] and would have the form

L = D2 + ^u,D~'-] (2.4)

In order to write down the Lax equation explicitly one needs to use the Liebnit? rule

J (2.5)

where h could be both positive and negative. |/ | denotes the grading of / and fi!' means

(D1 f). The superbinomial coefficient * for k > 0 is defined as [15]

and for k < 0

;| = ( ([I]) fo1' k > J a

0 otherwise
2) (2.6)

-Jt
(2.7)

where [j] denotes the integral part of | and ("') is the ordinary binomial coefficient.

The first few equations of motion following from (2.2) and (2.4) have the form

dtl
(2.8)

3 ±(-,» ±(-) m ;

(2.10)



In writing down the equation (2.10) we have madeuseof the identity |™+| = [™]

By looking at the equations of motion for the first few superfields, it is easy to check that

unlike in the bosonic KP case [S], it is not possible to write down the super KP equation

in a local form in terms of one superfield uu alone.

By making use of a general theorem for any two pseudo-super-differential operators

P, Q of the form

JdX sRe.s [P,Q] = Q (2.11)

where the super coordinate (x,B) is collectively denoted by A' and \sifc.<' means coefficient

of the £>"' term (with D " 1 placed to the right), one can show that

Hm = - i fd.X (.<Rcs U") (2.12)

m = 1,2,3,... are the conserved quantities (Hamiltonians) of the system which are in

involution. The first four Hamiltonians corresponding to the Lax operator (2.4) are given

as

Hi = J dXuv(X)

H-t= I iL\u2(X)
. (2.13)

H3= J dX («4(A') + 2»0(A")«,(.Y) + « 0 ( A ' ) 4 1 ] ( - )

H4 = fdX («iO(A') +3nD(A')«,(A") + 3u1(A')«2(A')

III. The First Hamiltonian Structure:

The supersyninietric generalization of the first Hamiltonian structure of Gelfand and

Dikii is given by

(3.1)= -Tr([P,Q]L) = -Tr{[L.P}Q)

Here P and Q are some auxiliary operators denned as [19]

(3-2)

where we take P. Q to have even parity and the grading of the functions p,, q; are |p,| =

|<2,| = i (mod 2) and the linear functional Fp(L) is given as

FP(L) = Tr(LP) (3.3)

"TV" is defined as

dX sRcs (IP) = j dX (3.4)

and satisfies the cyclicity property. We notice that because of the constrained nature of

the Lax operator (2.4) where the terms with D and D" are absent not all the functions

appearing in P, Q are independent. In fact, two of them are linearly dependent on others.

This can be most easily understood if we look at the right hand side of (3.1), namely [22],

(3.5)

Since the commutator [P,L] is coming from the Lax equation, it cannot contain terms

with D and D°. This will give us two constraints among the functions in P. Those two

constraints arc given by

and

E = 0 (3.7)

We note that, the left hand side of (3.1) does not contain the functions p_, andp_2 whereas

the right hand side does contain them. So, in order to extract the Poisson brackets among

the superfields consistently one has to eliminate these functions. To demonstrate how it



works we write down (3.1) explicitly,

r Vs- [ T2tl
> + 2)

.=oj=oLt=o L*J i=o LM J

(3.8)

Since, the terms involving p_] and ]>-2 U'f multiplied precisely by the constraints (3.G)

and (3.7), they are easily lemoved. This demonstrates that the first Haniiltonian structure

does not interfere with the constraints (3.6) and (3.7) in the sense that one would have got

the same structure had one started with the auxiliary operators after removing p-\, p~i

in the beginning. We will see below that this is not the case for the second Hamiltoniau

structure.

It is now easy to extract the Poisson brackets among the superfields. The result is

given below.

.(.• = !> (3.9)

Here A(A* - V) = 6(x - y)(8 - ff). For Hi,Hi,Hi one can check that the Hamiltoniau

structure (3.9) covrectly reproduces the equations of motion (2.8 — 2.10). This structure

matches exactly with the result obtained in ref.[17] using a different method.

Tin superfields u, are bosonic for i = odd and are fermionic when i = even. If we

expand them as
"s.+ i -r "j.+ i ^ (;? I Q ^

li2i\X^v\ — tin 1 1 J ~r P U T . I J; J

The bosonic fields u^+ j ( x ) ^d uf,(r) = «^(s) + "fi+^-t) satisfy two commuting sets

of M'I+OO algebra and so, the bosonic sector of the first Haniiltonian structure is nothing

but U'I+OO ffi UJI+OO- Also we note that, the algebra among the superfield components

ii, , iij ,Uj , û  is not the N = 2 superconformal algebra as mentioned in the ref.[17].

However, there is a twisted JV = 2 superconformal structure where the generators are

T = -uf , J ~ -uf , G+ = uf - u.f and G~ = «f. We, therefore, conclude that the first

Hamiltonian structure of the sKP hierarchy has a twisted A' = 2 supercouformal algebra

as the subalgebra.

IV. The Second Hamiltonian Structure:

The definition of the second Hamiltonian structure is given as

= Tr[{(LP)+L - HPL)+}Q\ = (4.1)

we will use the second expression since it is more convenient to work with. Using a

similar argument as given in section III after (3.4) we note that, the expression {L(PL)- —

(LP)-L) cannot contain terms involving D and D". As before this requirement, gives two

constraints involving the functions in P of the form,

E
i=O

5 3 «<. + :W

One can write down the above two contraints in a more compact form as follows,

p{2\ =

= 0

(4.2)

(4.3)

here P_,,, = ^ _ m D ' p , .

Again we note that the left hand side of (4.1) does not contain the junctions p-2



p_i, but the right hand side does. Writing down (4.1) explicitly we find

/ *

jdX />_2 .-fo.s [!,<?„] - / AY p^ sRes (\L,Qa\D)

[
1=0 j=0 Lm=

• j - i j

(4.4)

In order to derive (4.4) we have marie use of the following ideiitites of the superbinomial

coefficients,

in + / + 2
(4.5)

with in + I = <'ven number,

(4.6)

and

H + l n + 1
(4.7)

We note that, in this case, the terms involving p_j and p_2 in (4.4) do not vanish as

happened in deriving the first Hainiltonian structure. We have to eliminate these functions

in order to extract the Poisson brackets of the superfields consistently. This can be done

using the constraints (4.2). This, in fact, is the origin of the non locality of the second

Hamiltonian structure. We here give the result,

m—0

+2

- A- - 1

m

= U * = 0 1—0

k + l

I

;=0 m=]

(—1 m = 0

I J

(4.8)

One can check that (4.S) precisely reproduces the equations of motions (2.8 — 2.10) with

the Hamikonians #1 , H2 and H3 given in (2.13).

10



A few remarks are in order here. First of all, we note that the algebra is nonlin-

ear. It contains terms which are linear, bilinear and trilinear in the superfields. Secondly,

from eighth term onwards, the expression is nun-local. The non-locality, however, disap-

pears when both i,j are even. In this case, uMu, are fermionic superfields. In the limit

when fermionic components of these fermionic superfields are set to zero, algebra precisely

matches with the second Hamiltonian structure of the ordinary KP hierarchy. The algebra

also becomes local if we set u-2l = 0 i.e. when i, j both are odd. In this case, the bosonic

component of the bosonic superfields also satisfy the same algebra as the ordinary KP hi-

erarchy. So, only in these two limits the second Hamiltonian structure becomes universal

ih,x algebra.

Since both the Hainiltonian structures (3.9) and (4.S) reproduce the same Lax equation

with two successive Hmniltoniaus, they would satisfy a Lenard type recursion relation of

the form

with n = 1,2 One can alternatively construct the infinite number of conserved quan-

tites recursively using relation (4.9). This type of relation is also useful in order to under-

stand the geometry of the phase space. We also like to remark that the non-locality of the

Hamiltonian structure can be absorbed in the Hamiltouian itself. In that case, Hamiltoni-

ans would become non-local and cannot be obtained from the Lax operator as in (2.12),

but the Hamiltonian structure in this wav can be made local.

V. Concluding Remarks:

The even parity supertax operator may he constructed from the Maniu-Radul odd

parity superLax operator in three different ways

(5.1a)

(5.1b)

(5.1c)L = LMRD

11

where I M R — D + 5^o
u<-2-D~'- ^he ° P e r a t o r (5.1a) mixes the superfields in a compli-

cated way and the Hamiltonian structure associated with it is not very illuminating. The

super Lax operator we have considered here is of the type (5.1c). In component form it

can be written as

(5.2)

In the bosonic limit of this operator only ufi+1 terms survive, but we note that in the

first Hamiltonian structure we had identified n.f as the energy momentum tensor which

are not present in the bosonic limit. Although uf,+ , also satisfy »'i+00 algebra but it

does not contain the right energy momentum tensor which gave rise to the twisted N — 2

superconformal algebra. However, the operator DL/..ui in the component, form contains

both types of bosons in the bosonic limit. Since,

DLMR

1=0 1=0

(5.3)

where, '" denotes the derivative with respect to x, we have the terms involving [u2i -t-w^i+i)

in the bosonic limit. If uf1+] are constructed from the fennion bilinears and uf, are

constructed out of both boson and fermion bilinears as in ref.[23], then only bosons that

will survive are !<f, in the limit. In this case, we will have both u;1 + 5C algebra and a

twisted N = 2 superconformal algebra satisfied by J = - ( « ? + uf), G+ = (u£ + uf),

G~ =(u*'- wf) and T = (u*f - uf'). The details of this work will be reported elsewhere.

To conclude, we have derived the first and the second Harniltoniaii structures asso-

ciated with even parity superLax operator of the sKP hierarchy. The Poisson brackets

among the superfields axe both antisymmetric and satisfies the Jacobi identity as they are

obtained from the conventional method of Gelfand and Dikii in the supersyirunetric case.

12



The bosonic part of the first Hamiltoniari structure is isomorphic to Wi+oa © Wi+oo and

contains a twisted N = 2 superconfornial algebra as a subalgebra. The second Hainiltonian

structure is nonlinear and non-local. When the fermionic components of the superfields

are set to zero, they give rise to two sets of universal w^ algebra.
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